CRUD (Chalk River Unidentified Deposit) forms in the water circuits of nuclear reactors due to corrosion of structural materials and the consequent release of species into the coolant. The deposition of CRUD is known to occur preferentially in regions of the primary circuit of pressurised water reactors (PWRs) where the water flow accelerates. In order to investigate this phenomenon, a micro-fluidic system, recreating plant conditions while using a simplified experimental set-up, was realised. A flow cell, comprising a stainless steel disc with a central micro-orifice, was used to create accelerated flow under representative operating conditions. By monitoring the pressure drop across the cell, the build-up rate (BUR) of CRUD within the micro-orifice was monitored in real time. By this setup, the conditions inducing deposition of CRUD under PWR conditions were emulated and CRUD deposition was induced in the accelerated flow region. Further effects associated with the presence of lithium hydroxide were investigated in real-time.
INTRODUCTION CRUD (Chalk River unidentified deposit) is a term that is used to describe corrosion products that are found in the water circuits of nuclear reactors due to the corrosion of structural materials, and were first observed at the Chalk River power plant. 1 The formation, accumulation and release of these corrosion products from internal structural surfaces can cause issues within the primary circuit of a pressurised water reactor (PWR), such as heat transfer reduction from the primary to secondary circuit, 2 an increased radiation field around the primary circuit, 3, 4 the axial offset anomaly due to deposition on fuel pins, 5, 6 and changing the response of measurement components. 7 Recent works suggest that electrokinetic effects may be a driving force for CRUD deposition in the low conductivity, high purity coolant conditions found in a PWR. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] Typical PWR conditions are 295-325°C, <0.01 ppm O 2 , 2-3 ppm H 2 , 1-40 µS/cm, pH300°C 7-7.4, 0.1-3.5 ppm Li, and 0-2300 ppm H 3 BO 3 . 13 The deposition of CRUD can also occur in the secondary circuit of the PWR, operating at lower temperatures (T < 288°C) and different water chemistry (5 ppm of morpholine, 0.3 ppm, <5 ppb of O 2 , room temperature pH~8.5, conductivity~2 µS/cm). One of the most important examples of CRUD-related issue is the clogging tube support plates. 14 Electrokinetic effects might arise when a metal comes into contact with a solution; specifically a surface charge forms on the metal, and ions in solution rearrange to maintain charge neutrality within the local region. This generates an 'electric double layer' with a static layer immediately adjacent to the metal, and a diffuse layer where ions can be sheared from the metal by hydrodynamic flow. 15 The shearing of ions generates a streaming current parallel to the metal surface. In accelerating flow conditions, the increase in streaming current is balanced by a local wall current which promotes Faradaic reactions and corrosion. While the Faradaic current can increase the release of metal ions into the water, the wall current might also further oxidise the Fe 2+ ions and, ultimately, induce the formation of magnetite. 16 Streaming currents become important in low conductivity solutions as the diffuse layer is thick. The magnitude of streaming currents that can be generated depends on a number of factors including solution water chemistry, 8 flow velocity, 17 electrochemical potential 18 and material. 19 When alloys are exposed to water, oxidation occurs at the surface even for highly corrosion resistant alloys, and metal ions are released into solution. These ions are the precursors to CRUD either in their soluble ionic form or as aggregated oxide/hydroxide particulates. The oxide that forms on stainless steels and nickel based alloys in PWR primary water usually comprises two layers. 13 The inner layer, only a few nanometres thick, consists of a protective Cr-rich layer (identified as NiCr 2 O 4 ) and grows by a solid-state diffusion mechanism. 20 It has been suggested that the inner layer comprises a Cr-oxide sublayer at the metal/oxide interface, which is the main contributor to protection from corrosion. 21, 22 The outer layer is Fe-rich and non-protective and it comprises Fe, Ni and Cr spinel crystals as well as larger NiFe 2 O 4 crystals. 23 The outer layer is responsible for the formation of CRUD. It has been also suggested that the layered oxide forms due to the immiscibility of spinel oxides within the chromium rich inner layer. There are forbidden stoichiometries of Fe/Ni chromites at temperatures observed within a PWR which leads to the formation of mixed Fe/Ni ferrites that form the outer corrosion layer. 24, 25 From previous reactor experience, the CRUD deposits that form in restrictions such as orifice plates and steam generator tubing tend to form annular ridges downstream of the initial restriction. This observation has been interpreted based on the electrokinetic mechanism described earlier. At the restriction, the hydrodynamic flow of the coolant forms a detachment site from the pipe wall and an attachment site at the restriction; this leads to the formation of a current loop and, consequently, of anodic and cathodic sites at the material surface. CRUD build-up occurs at the anodic site due to the oxidation of dissolved Fe 2+ and the precipitation of magnetite, Fe 3 O 4 , which causes the formation of a deposit at the inlet to the restriction. 8 However, the exact locations of the anodic and cathodic sites at the restriction are still unclear. The deposits consist of two types of species: particulate species which are deposited onto the surface from solution, and crystalline species which grow from the precipitation and oxidation of Fe 2+ ions forming crystals. The deposition causes disturbance of the flow downstream of the deposit and the formation of another current loop with local anodic and cathodic sites. A deposit begins to form at the anodic site at the surface causing further disruption of flow downstream, and so the process continues leading to the periodic ridges commonly seen in CRUD deposits in accelerated flow regions. 26 Previous investigations into the electrokinetic mechanism thought to drive CRUD deposition in regions of accelerated flow utilised flow loops such as the EMILIE system. 17, 19 The loop has been used to recreate PWR operating conditions and investigate CRUD build-up at a restriction by pressure drop measurements across the orifice. In this work, a more simple and cost effective micro-fluidic system has been developed which uses restrictions up to 1 mm in diameter so that high pressure drops can be attained easily, resulting in measurements that are very sensitive to environmental changes. The developed micro-fluidic system set-up also allows for multiple measurements to be carried out within a single test and is relatively simple to set-up and shut down. Therefore, the turnaround time between subsequent tests is minimal. The use of microfluidic systems for such investigations also allows the electrical behaviour of separate regions of the system to be measured, which has been shown by the current authors to enable investigations of the electrokinetic behaviour of such systems. 16 The aims of the work presented in this paper are: (i) to develop a small-scale microfluidic system that enables investigation of CRUD deposition under accelerated flow conditions in simulated PWR conditions, (ii) to validate the hydrodynamics of the setup and correlate the pressure drop across a restriction with the microorifice diameter to allow the online measurement of CRUD buildup and (iii) to provide an example of how real time pressure and flow measurements can be used to investigate the effect of water chemistry on CRUD deposition. The addition of pressure drop measurements to complement the electrical monitoring of the microfluidic system already demonstrated will further enhance the usefulness of this approach in understanding the coupling between mechanical and electrokinetic factors in CRUD deposition.
RESULTS

Development and validation of pressure drop measurements across a micro-orifice
The experiments were conducted in a flow cell test that channelled the water towards a 12 mm stainless steel disc with a micro-orifice of diameter of either 150, 300 or 600 µm. As water accelerates through the orifice, a pressure drop occurs due to the increase in kinetic energy and decrease in pressure energy of the system. As shown previously, [27] [28] [29] the dimensionless pressure drop K across micro-orifices is a function of the orifice Reynolds number Re as follows:
where ρ and μ are the fluid density and viscosity, respectively, ΔP is the pressure drop across the micro-orifice, V is the average flow velocity through the micro-orifice and d is its diameter. Note that in the experiments presented here, d varies with time due to CRUD build up and consequently also K varies with time. In particular, Eq. (1) is applicable for Reynolds number values in the range of 1000-25,000 that correspond to turbulent flow within the orifice, which is the flow condition of interest here. The effect of the fluid viscosity can be neglected in first approximation, and Eq. (1) can consequently be approximated as:
This links directly the pressure drop across the micro-orifice to the volumetric flow rate Q and orifice diameter. Solving Eq. (2) for the latter yields to Eq. (3):
Where d meas is the calculated micro-orifice diameter that is obtained from the measured pressure drop and volumetric flow rate. Therefore, the instantaneous radial BUR (BUR meas ) can be calculated as half of the derivate of d meas with time according to Eq. 4:
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) examinations were conducted on the front surface of the discs to analyse the morphology of the CRUD and to calculate the average BUR of CRUD within the micro-orifice restriction. This was achieved by acquiring SEM images of the discs after testing to quantify the reduction in diameter of the orifice due to the radial build-up of CRUD. As the CRUD deposition was not perfectly uniform, the orifice area was measured using imaging software and then converted into an equivalent diameter, d SEM and BUR SEM using equation 4 and 5 where d start is the diameter at the beginning of the test:
The pressure drop is related to the orifice geometry and coolant flow rate, and the hydraulic calculations carried out showed a good relationship between the measured pressure drop and the hydrodynamic flow for an orifice diameter of 150, 300 and 600 µm as shown in Fig. 1 . The change in pressure drop due to increased volumetric flow calculated using Eq. (2) (dotted lines) showed a Fig. 1 The predicted pressure drop calculated using Eq. 2 and measured pressure drop across a 150 (black), 300 (blue) and 600 µm (red) orifice at 230°C and 120 bar inlet pressure as a function of the room temperature volumetric flow rate. The different symbols for the 300 and 600 µm orifice refer to individual hydrodynamic tests and the dotted line the predicted hydrodynamic behaviour good correlation with the experimentally measured pressure drop (data points). Each hydrodynamic flow test was conducted with individual stainless steel discs, and measurements were taken after opening of the flow cell before CRUD build-up could occur.
CRUD characterisation
The CRUD that formed during the experiments was characterised using Raman spectroscopy (Renishaw RM System 1000 Mk1 with Renishaw RL633 Helium Neon 633 nm 20 mW laser) and SEM (FEI Magellan FEG-SEM). The composition of the oxide was analysed by Raman Spectroscopy to identify the phases present within the deposited oxide. A 304 stainless steel disc with a micro-orifice of 150 µm was exposed to the flow cell in order to understand whether CRUD deposition occurs in within the region of acceleration at 230°C in high purity (0.05 µS/cm), deoxygenated water ( < 2 ppb O 2 ) and hydrogenated water (2.5 ppm of H 2 ) at an initial velocity of 66.5 m/s for 27 h. High-resolution SEM imaging on the post-tested orifice was conducted to analyse the oxide that formed at the orifice in the accelerated flow region (Fig. 2) . At the orifice edge (Fig. 2b) , crystalline species were observed that were up to 2 µm in size, with particulate material with dimensions in the range 100-500 nm deposited on top. The oxide appeared to have encroached over the orifice boundary and formed a stable awning over the orifice, thus reducing the diameter of the orifice. It is unclear whether this oxide penetrated down into the orifice, or resided solely on the surface of the inlet. Further away from the orifice edge (Fig. 2c) , the CRUD contained crystals approximately 2 µm in size, and particulates of 100-500 nm dimensions. Far from the orifice, (Fig. 2d ) much less oxide formation occurred. Within this oxide, larger crystals up to 3 µm were found and much less particulate material had deposited on top of the crystals. The stainless steel disc is a representative example of a sample that experienced CRUD deposition, and all other discs in the study were similarly analysed, obtaining similar results.
Raman spectroscopy, shown in supplementary materials in Figure S1 , identified magnetite, Fe 3 O 4 , according to the reference peaks 670 (A 1g ), 545 (F 2g (3)), and 310 (E g ) cm −1 reported in references. [30] [31] [32] [33] This analysis confirms that the outer oxide deposited on the disc under simulated PWR conditions using the micro-fluidic set-up is CRUD.
Validation of pressure drop analysis technique to measure CRUD BUR The experiments were conducted at 230°C, O 2 < 2 ppb, H 2 2.5 ppb, 0.055 µS/cm, imposing a pressure drop and measuring the evolution of flow rate with time. The pressure drop across the micro-orifice was controlled via two back pressure regulators throughout the experiment. One back pressure controlled the upstream pressure of the inlet and diverted any excess fluid into a bypass line (see experimental details in section 4.1). The downstream pressure was controlled via a back pressure regulator that was fitted prior to a flow meter. By monitoring the reduction in flow through the orifice due to CRUD formation, the water flow could be used to calculate d meas using Eq. 3. The flow through the 150, 300 and 600 µm micro-orifices are shown in Fig. 3a , c, e, and show that the flow decreased throughout the test as build-up occurred within the orifice. The corresponding d meas for each disc is shown in Fig. 3b, d , f. For the 150 µm micro-orifice, high velocity through the orifice occurred due to the narrow orifice restriction, and the velocity decreased from 60 to 50 m/s throughout the test and eventually dropped to zero once the orifice was fully blocked. The velocity through the 300 µm orifice was relatively constant between 15-20 m/s until, after about 10 h the orifice was almost completely clogged. The test conditions were left unchanged with a pressure drop of~5 bar. After a total of 16.7 h, the pressure drop was increased to 10 bar which caused the orifice to become unblocked and the flow was reinstated and the measured diameter increased to 198 µm ( Figure S2 ). For the 600 µm orifice, the water velocity was between 20 and 25 m/s, with an initial decrease followed by an increase, thus mirroring the pressure drop evolution during the test.
Since the purpose of this work was to validate the online buildup measurement technique, at the end of each build-up test the discs were imaged by SEM in order to calculate the equivalent diameter, d SEM and BUR SEM according to equation 5 and 6. The SEM images of the front face of disc of orifice sizes 150, 300 and 600 µm are shown in Fig. 4a-c, respectively . The build-up was not symmetrical and this may be due to flow turbulence caused by impurities on the surface of the disc which alter the flow pattern as water accelerates towards the orifice. It must also be noted that the build-up of CRUD was not restricted to the orifice, but also occurred on the surface of the disc adjacent to the orifice. This surface build-up would also have a large effect on the hydrodynamics and on the deposition of CRUD. Table S1 ). Overall the measuring error was between −12 and +26 µm over the range of investigated orifices. The biggest error was obtained for very low flow rates on the blocked 150 µm orifice, when the flow meter operates at the bottom of the scale.
The BUR meas can also be calculated from the time evolution of the d meas (Fig. 3b, d, f) ; in particular, it is equal to half of the derivative of the calculated diameter with respect to the time, presented in Fig. 5 for all the orifices. Within the first 1-2 h the BUR increased for all the orifices; thereafter it approached a steady value between 2 and 3 µm/h for the 150 µm orifice and between 5 and 8 µm/h for the 300 µm orifice. The BUR for the 600 µm orifice increased progressively from 10 to 15 µm/h throughout the test. From SEM analysis, the average BUR for the 150 µm was 5.0 µm/h, for the 300 µm was 2.7 µm/h and for the 150 µm was 7.1 µm (see also Supplementary Table S1 ). The difference between the BUR of Fig. 5 and those estimated by SEM is due to the fact that the SEM value can only represent an average value for the entire test, whereas the data in Fig. 5 can be considered instantaneous values.
Overall, the 150 µm orifice had the lowest BUR, while 300 µm the highest BUR. This is due to the fact that build-up of CRUD may attain a dynamic equilibrium between formation and removal of the radial oxide. In fact, the velocity was the highest for the 150 µm orifice (~50-60 m/s) and, consequently, the mechanical oxide removal effects dominated over the electrokinetic effects. Further, the 300 µm orifice displayed a higher BUR than 600 µm orifice. In this case, the velocity was comparable (~20 m/s), but the 300-µm orifice was associated with a lower Reynold number (see Eq. 1). Consequently less shear stress and lower mechanical removal rate are expected. Overall, the BURs measurement results suggest that the deposition of CRUD is a complex mechanism dependant on hydrodynamics, mechanical stresses and electrokinetic considerations.
Example of BUR monitoring application-investigation of effect of dissolved Li
As an example of the applicability of the developed micro-fluidic set-up, an investigation into the effect of LiOH on CRUD build-up was undertaken. Experiments were performed in the absence and presence of lithium (2 ppm, added as lithium hydroxide). In the absence of lithium, the pH is close to neutrality and the conductivity is very low, therefore electrokinetic effects should be maximised. On the other hand, with lithium addition, the pH increases, a condition that is somewhat similar to the later stages of the fuel cycle of a PWR when boron (added as boric acid) is reduced. In order to introduce a substantial pH change, a disc containing a 300 µm orifice was exposed to the flow cell in high purity (0.055 µS/cm) deaerated water (0 ppm H 2 and 1.5 ppb O 2 ) at a constant flow of 10 l/h. The disc was exposed to the flow cell for 24 h under non-lithiated conditions before the flow cell was closed for 175 h. Then 2 ppm LiOH was added to the simulated coolant and the flow cell was reopened for a further 24 h. The pressure drop across disc 4 during the first 24 h of exposure to accelerated flow conditions is shown in Fig. 6a where the water contained 0 ppm Li. The pressure drop increased reflecting oxide formation within the orifice. After 18 h, the pressure drop started to fluctuate, suggesting removal of the oxide, most likely due to spallation. After deactivating the flow cell for 175 h, the flow cell was reactivated for 24 h with deaerated water but with addition of 2 ppm of Li (added as LiOH). The pressure evolution and predicted diameter variation are shown in Fig. 6b . Initially, the pressure drop was the same as before the flow cell deactivation indicating that none of the oxide was lost during deactivation and the CRUD was stable. The changes in pressure drop are reflected in the calculated orifice diameter in unlithiated and lithiated water as shown in Fig. 6a, b respectively. This observed CRUD deposition reversibility was also confirmed by the SEM examination of an identical disc which was tested in high purity water and subsequently retested in lithiated water. After testing in non lithiated water, the preferential formation of CRUD could be seen on the front surface of the disc up to 350 µm from the orifice edge, and within the orifice a build-up of oxide could also be seen (Fig. 4d) . The average radial BUR was 1.4 µm/h. The disc was then reintroduced to the flow cell to conduct a test under lithiated water chemistry conditions (2 ppm LiOH) to analyse the effect of lithium on CRUD formation. The CRUD removal was also visible after SEM examination of the disc (Fig. 4e) which shows the inlet to the orifice after exposure to lithiated water, and much of the surface CRUD had been removed.
DISCUSSION
A micro-orifice flow cell was developed to investigate CRUD buildup under accelerated flow conditions as a small scale representation of a PWR environment. This was achieved by developing a flow cell which was incorporated into an autoclave vessel that could hold a stainless steel disc with a central micro-orifice. Activation of the flow cell caused acceleration of simulated PWR coolant through the micro-orifice, and oxide deposition was observed. The oxide was consistent with CRUD deposits found under PWR conditions as described in the literature 26 and from plant data; 34 the morphology of the CRUD comprised both crystalline and particulate material, the majority of which was found adjacent to the orifice edge, and was determined to be Fe 3 O 4 .
The pressure drop technique used to measure the radial BUR of CRUD provided an online monitoring system for deposition by use of a derived equation shown in equation 3. The real time build-up measurements showed that the BUR of CRUD could be monitored under simulated PWR conditions and provided information on the kinetics of build-up for different micro-orifice diameters. Therefore, this technique has the capability to provide insight into the behaviour of CRUD deposits in regions of accelerated flow under a wide range of water chemistry conditions and hydrodynamic environments.
The accuracy of the pressure drop technique with regards to BUR calculations was investigated by comparison of the diameter from post mortem examination (d SEM ) with the diameter post m calculated from hydrodynamic data (d meas ) and a good agreement was identified for all the three discs tested. This gives confidence about the validity of the measured BUR from hydrodynamic data (BUR meas ). Furthermore, BUR meas can be used as a reliable tool to monitor the true evolution of CRUD with time rather relying of the BUR SEM which is an average value over the entire test. Moreover, thanks to the possibility of inline monitoring, it is also possible to investigate multiple parameters in one single test.
By maintaining constant flow and allowing the pressure drop to increase with radial CRUD build-up, possible spallation of the oxide was observed. The increase in water velocity through the orifice with build-up caused the pressure drop to fluctuate suggesting spallation of the oxide at high flow velocities. This shows that the driving force for electrokinetic deposition and the removal of CRUD are in competition at high flow velocity.
From the initial investigations into CRUD build-up described in this work, the reproducibility of CRUD deposition in accelerated flow regions provided evidence that the experimental set-up described is representative of plant conditions, while being simpler and more efficient than other common experimental setups.
Regarding the effect of lithium on radial build-up, this was investigated by adding 2 ppm LiOH to the water flowing through an orifice previously exposed to the flow cell which had experienced CRUD deposition. The pressure drop decreased rapidly within the first 2 h of exposure to lithiated water and then gradually decreased to an equilibrium value over the next 20 h. This observed reversibility of oxide deposition in increasingly alkaline conditions has previously been observed by Brun et al. who showed that the addition of LiOH at 295°C can lower the pressure drop across an orifice. 19 The immediate removal of the radial oxide suggests that Li addition may reverse the electrokinetic driving force for deposition, but the fact that the pressure drop does not return to zero suggests that the Li effect limits the formation of oxide rather than completely inhibiting the process. Post-test SEM analysis also indicated the same effect of Li on surface CRUD, i.e. the amount of CRUD was significantly reduced but not completely removed and the CRUD removal was more significant for the surface oxide than the oxide in the orifice throat.
The partial reversibility of CRUD deposition under lithiated conditions may be due to solubility considerations affecting the equilibrium between deposition and dissolution/re-entrainment of material from the surface of the disc. An increase in pH from neutral to alkaline conditions affects the solubility of Fe, causing a decrease in the amount of dissolved Fe(II). This reduction in Fe(II) may shift the equilibrium to favour removal of CRUD, as the mechanical force of the water is unaffected by water chemistry conditions. The addition of lithium to solution also has the effect of decreasing the magnitude of the zeta potential at the surface due to increased conductivity of the solution. 35 This would reduce the magnitude of the streaming current and the electrokinetic driving force for deposition. Also, a reduction in the magnitude of the zeta potential would reduce the potential between the surface and bulk solution which is thought to drive electrophoretic deposition of particulates in solution onto surfaces in accelerated flow areas. 18, 26 However, shifting the pH from pH 235 5.6 to 7.2 causes a reduction in the solubility of magnetite, Fe 3 O 4 , which would promote the deposition of species in solution onto the surface of the disc. 36 This suggests that in the accelerated flow region, solubility effects may be secondary to the electrokinetic effects.
In summary, the work carried out in this paper describes a methodology that allows for investigation into CRUD formation in regions of accelerated flow under simulated PWR conditions using a novel experimental set-up involving microfluidic experiments. An online method of monitoring CRUD build-up rates (BURs) in accelerated flow regions via pressure drop measurements is described, and the following conclusions were made:
• CRUD deposition under accelerated flow conditions in a simulated PWR environment was demonstrated using a microfluidic flow cell and a stainless steel disc with a central microorifice.
• A numerical expression was derived to relate pressure drop, flow and orifice diameter. Hydrodynamic tests showed a good relationship between measured pressure drop and predicted pressure drop, validating the numerical expression relating pressure drop and flow to orifice diameter at 230°C.
• The radial BUR of CRUD in the accelerated flow conditions of a micro-orifice was monitored online by measuring the pressure drop and flow across the micro-orifice.
• The preferential build-up of surface CRUD in accelerated flow conditions was observed, and post-test analysis of the oxide shows that both crystalline and particulate species are found within the CRUD suggesting more than one mechanism of CRUD formation is present. The CRUD consisted of magnetite, Fe 3 O 4 .
• An example of the application of this methodology was shown with the addition of lithium to simulated PWR coolant. Lithiated solutions removed some of the deposited CRUD from the surface, as observed by post-test SEM analysis and online pressure drop analysis. The effects of lithium on CRUD appears to be complex, depending on electrokinetics, ionic solubilities and the electric double layer at the disc's surface, and require further investigation.
METHODS
High-temperature autoclave
The autoclave used for this work was a recirculating 13-L vessel made of 316 SS that can operate up to 360°C and 200 bar, with a flow rate of up to 35 l/h. All the pipework in the autoclave loop was made of 316 L stainless steel, with two 250 L and 316 L stainless steel feed tanks. Water chemistry was analysed with hydrogen and oxygen sensors (Orbisphere 510B00/ T1C0P000 and Orbisphere 410/A/P1C00000) as well as a conductivity meter (ABB AX410/50001). Dissolved oxygen concentration measurements were made at the outlet of the reaction vessel prior to the ion exchange resins, and conductivity measurements were taken on the inlet water from the feed tank. The hydrogen content of the water was varied between 0 and 2500 ppb while the oxygen content was <2 ppb, and all tests were conducted at 230°C. In these experiments, the maximum allowable temperature is dictated by the maximum autoclave operating pressure (200 bar) and by the required pressure drop across the orifice. In order to avoid boiling, the downstream pressure needs to be higher than the vapour pressure at a given temperature, and some margin is also necessary to avoid cavitation. Thus the upstream pressure equals the downstream pressure at a given temperature plus the pressure drop. In order to maintain flow velocities in the required range, preliminary testing with the autoclave available indicated that the temperature of 230°C represented a reasonable compromise between similarity to service conditions (in terms of temperature) and sufficiently high flow rates.
The simulated PWR water is stored in feed tanks where the water chemistry can be accurately controlled. The water was pumped via a volumetric pump into the autoclave vessel after being pre-heated to the appropriate temperature. The water then flowed through the main return valve and was cooled and depressurised before being flowed through mixed bed ion exchange resins after which it was reinjected into the feed tank. The flow cell placed within the vessel could be activated by closing the main return valve and opening the flow cell valve. A schematic of the flow loop and the flow cell used in this study are shown in Fig. 7 .
Experiments were performed by using two different modes; (a) constant volumetric flow and (b) constant average flow velocity. In both cases, in order to monitor pressure drop across the orifice, individual pressure transducers were placed upstream and downstream of the orifice. For experiments at constant volumetric flow (a), the pressure drop was recorded, whereas for experiments at constant average flow velocity, the pressure drop was intentionally maintained constant by acting on the two backpressure regulators. The advantage of constant volumetric flow experiments (a) is that they allow acquiring the complete hydrodynamic characteristics of the orifices with a limited number of tests (Fig. 1) . On the other hand, the constant pressure drop experiments (b) have the advantage that the average flow velocity is constant and, therefore, the data obtained provide direct measurement of BUR at that velocity. If the CRUD deposition mechanism was electokinetic, then fluid velocity would be the primary driving force, thus this mode of testing would be the more suited to isolate directly the effect.
BUR of CRUD on micro-orifices CRUD build-up under accelerated flow conditions at typical PWR temperature and pressure was investigated by flowing simulated PWR coolant through a 304 type stainless steel disc with a central micro-orifice. This was achieved by mounting the disc in a flow cell with a series of valves that could activate the coolant flow through the cell with water flowing to an outlet pipe. The discs were 12 mm in diameter and 1 mm thick and could be mounted individually or in series to ensure that each disc was under the same flow rate. More details about the flow cell employed can be found in references. [27] [28] [29] 37 CRUD deposition was analysed in terms of the change in diameter of the micro-orifice, as well as the pressure drop across the orifice caused by CRUD build-up.
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